Year 4 Parent Newsletter Autumn 1
Dear Parents, Carers and Families,
Welcome to Year 4
We hope you and your child are excited about starting this academic year and that this newsletter
gives you an understanding as to what your child will be learning this term. You will also find some
useful links or activities that you may want to look at or complete with your child.
Each year group is busily arranging a parent workshop for the Autumn term. Dates regarding these
will be shared shortly with you. We hope you can attend! If you do have any questions, please do
not hesitate to come and speak with us.

Area
Project:
History/
Geography

English

Maths

Theme
Invasion
In the Invasion project, your child will explore the effects of the
Roman withdrawal and the chronology and geography of
subsequent invasions. They will study the Anglo-Saxons and
Vikings in detail, examining their reasons for invading, their
settlements and their everyday life. Your child will also look at
monasteries and the Anglo-Saxon legacy. They will consider how
we know about life in this period and investigate the Sutton Hoo
ship burial. They will learn about Athelstan, an Anglo-Saxon king,
and what happened after his death, before ending the project by
learning about the Norman invasion of 1066.
This half term, children will be studying the features of
adventure stories. They will be watching a short video to help
identify key features; examining how setting and
characterisation are used to develop the reader’s engagement
and developing a wide range of ambitious vocabulary. Children
will also be studying non chronological texts and will produce
their own versions based on their study of Anglo Saxons.
Grammar and spelling will be integrated into the English lessons.
The whole school focus on presentation will continue across the
whole curriculum.
The focus will be on continuing to develop knowledge and
understanding of place value and developing efficient methods
of addition and subtraction. They will be applying their
developing knowledge and skills in investigative and problemsolving activities.

Reading

Science

PE

Each day will start with time for children to read for pleasure.
We will also be sharing a class text which the class will choose in
the first week. In addition, there will be focussed comprehension
lessons each day. Your child will shortly be coming home with a
reading book. Please support and encourage them to read this at
home with you.
Our topic will be ‘In a state’: children will be introduced to the
concept of states of matter. They will learn the characteristics of
solids, liquids and gases through first hand practical experience
and secondary sources. They will also learn how to plan fair
tests, begin to identify variables and present their data in charts
or tables.
PE will be on a Wednesday.
On this day, your child will need to come into school in suitable
PE Kit. (see below).
Sports are as follows:

Year 4
P
Gymnastics/Netball
H
Basketball/Football
K
Dance/Tag Rugby
Computing

In computing children will be looking at computer systems,
networks and the internet whilst considering what the internet is
made of and how information is shared both on networks and
the world wide web. Children will then progress to data logging.

Modern
Foreign
Languages

This term we will be introducing French into KS2 (Y3-Y6).
Children will be learning to understand and respond to spoken
and written language from a variety of authentic sources.
Units 1- 6 will include:
Rhymes, traditional songs, listening to and reading a story,
performing a traditional story in French and expressing an
opinion.
Children will focus their learning on their own participation in
their communities and the responsibilities this brings. They will
investigate and discuss the rules that have to be followed in
different environments. We will also continue with our work on
E.L.L.I (Effective Lifelong Learning Inventory) skills so that
children develop their life skills; resilience, critical curiosity,
linking ideas, adapting to change, planning ahead, working
together and using imagination.
Children will be singing together in the classroom, learning a
selection of Anglo-Saxon songs that link with their history topic.

RE/PSHE

Music

Art/DT

Our project this half term is Fresh Food, Good Food. This project
teaches children about food decay and preservation. They
discover key inventions in food preservation and packaging, then
make examples. The children prepare, package and evaluate a
healthy snack. Please ensure that any food allergy information
the school holds for your child is up to date along with their
allergy medication. Teachers will liaise with parents/carers of

Suggested
reading list

children this applies to regarding the ingredients we use.
Children will need to bring in a container on the day they make
their healthy snack – a take away/ready meal container is the
ideal size!
The Land of Roar by Jenny McLachlan
The Monster Spotter’s Handbook by Matt Cherry
Edie and the box of Flits by Kate Wilkinson
Desirable by Frank Cottrell Boyce
Varjak Paw by SF Said
My Brother is a Superhero by David Solomons
The Saga of Erik the Viking by Terry Jones

Other information
PE Kit
For safety reasons, it is essential your child comes to school in correct and safe PE kit.

Plain T-Shirt
Shorts, tracksuit trousers or leggings
Trainers (not pumps)

Your child may wear a tracksuit/jogging bottoms over their PE kit if they wish.

Supporting your child at home
Read, read, then read some more! Research shows that reading regularly is the
best homework you can do. If your child brings a reading book home, please
support them to read it. Even better, spend 10 minutes a day reading with them.

